Intelligent security expects to avoid the occurrence of robbery, theft, and other undesirable situations through video surveillance. In video surveillance, images of human faces undimmed are not easily available, so pedestrian re-identification (person ReID) is an alternative technique which attracts a mount of researchers attention. Person ReID is a technique used to match pedestrian images across cameras. Due to the interference of shooting angle and camera quality, it is difficult to obtain the images of high resolution, no obstructions, simple backgrounds and similar posture, which brings great challenges to the research of person ReID. Most existing methods of pedestrian re-identification ignore the inconsistency of resolution, and they are based on the assumption that all images have similar and high enough resolution by default. In this paper, we propose a hybrid framework, Super-Recognition of Pedestrian Re-Identification (SRPRID), in order to strengthen pedestrian re-identification based on multi-resolutions images captured by disparate cameras. Particularly, residual dense block (RDB) and Integrated Attention (InnAttn) block are merged to SRPRID. It is worth mentioning that the rank_1 accuracy of our method outperforms the state-of-art method by 17.2 points (86.9% -69.7%) on CUKH03 dataset of extremely challenging.
I. INTRODUCTION
The gradual growth of urban population has brought great challenges to social security. In order to ensure the physical security or property security on many public occasions, and prevent or deal with various unsafe incidents in time, the video surveillance network constituted of multiple cameras is deployed in momentous occasions. For a monitoring network complicated and massive image data from monitoring equipment, however, it is bound to take a lot of time cost only relying on human analysis and processing, and even miss the best opportunity. Therefore, it is necessary to use computer vision technology for intelligent video surveillance. The best way to identify a target individual of interest is face recognition. Face identification performs person ReID by analyzing the face images captured by cameras. However, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo . due to many factors such as shooting angle, shooting distance, lighting and equipment quality, face images with extraordinarily high quality are generally not available. When face identification fails to work, person ReID becomes a very important alternative technology. In the field of video surveillance, pedestrian recognition has become an important and indispensable part.
Person ReID is the processing procedure of retrieving all the images of the same identity from a existing and giant sub-dataset called gallery, given a query image of a target person interested. Notably, query image and gallery images are captured by entirely different cameras that may or may not have any overlapping perspectives. In practical applications, the pedestrian images captured by the camera is usually affected by various factors: insufficient lighting, rain, snow, poor quality of the equipment, or combination of factors, which directly result in low resolution of captured pedestrian images. The given gallery library image is of high resolution (HR), while query library image is of low resolution (LR), and it is desired to find all the images in the gallery library from the same person as query. The lowresolution image directly corresponds to the same person's high-resolution image. It is impossible to accomplish challenging learning tasks well through uncomplicated pedestrian recognition. Different resolution images of the same pedestrian have different feature information, so cross-resolution image matching is more difficult. Therefore, we consider transforming the image in query and gallery into the same resolution through super-resolution reconstruction technology, and then implement pedestrian recognition.
The task of super-resolution image reconstruction is to give a small graph with low resolution and convert it into a large graph with high resolution. Although this task brings good visual effects, this is an irreversible process with uncertainty. Recovering high-resolution images has inveracious pixels and it is not conducive to identifying tasks. Simply converting a low-resolution image to a high-resolution image and re-identifying the pedestrian may bring no performance enhancement, and even reduce the recognition performance.
Therefore, this paper proposes a novel framework SRPRID. This approach introduces the super-resolution reconstruction method into the pedestrian re-recognition task and jointly learning the two tasks of super-resolution reconstruction and pedestrian re-identification. The reconstruction capability promotes the ultimate goal of person ReID better, thereby improving the task of performing pedestrian ReID between the low resolution images and the high resolution images. The contributions are as follows.
• This paper proposes an end-to-end framework SRPRID, which combines residual-intensive block and attentionintensive mechanism to learn the characteristics of pedestrian images with different resolutions, is proposed by introducing the attention mechanism and residualintensive block.
• A multi-task architecture is proposed to optimize both super-resolution reconstruction and pedestrian recognition. Multi-task learning can not only optimize and solve multiple related tasks, but also combine their advantages to enforce knowledge sharing, so as to improve the performance of each task.
• The proposed framework reports competitive accuracy on the CUHK03 [1] and SYSU [2] datasets comparing the existing start-of-the-art methods. The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we review the related works. The overview of the proposed framework is described in Section III. Section IV provides the experiment results and discussion. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will now briefly review the state-ofart literature relating to the use of super-resolution images for pedestrian re-identification, broadly categorized into technical approaches of re-identification, low-resolution Images ReID, and super resolution restruction.
A. RE-IDENTIFICATION
In recent years, the research on person ReID has attracted much attention from scholars at domestic and overseas. Since 2016, person ReID has developed rapidly and has been increasing year by year in the conferences of computer vision [3] - [7] . Therefore, it is necessary to study the problem of person ReID. Existing excellent person ReID methods can be roughly divided into two categories: feature representation and metric learning.
The main purpose of person ReID methods based on feature expression is to learn the invariant characteristics of pedestrians under different external conditions. The existing method based on feature expression include: color histogram [8] , local binary patterns [9] , Gabor features [10] , color name [11] ,etc. The main purpose of person ReID methods based on metric learning is to learn how to measure the similarity of two pictures and make the same person's pictures more similar. Paper [12] used the Siamese network. When the input network is a pair of positive samples (two pictures belonging to the same person), the contrast loss function decreases gradually. On the contrary, it increases until it exceeds the set threshold. By minimizing the loss function, the distance between positive samples becomes smaller and that between negative samples becomes larger. Paper [13] , [14] uses triplet loss to train the network. The input of the network is a triple, including a pair of positive samples and a pair of negative samples. This loss function can reduce the distance between positive samples and increase the distance between negative samples, so as to achieve the purpose of person ReID. Conventional triple images are randomly extracted from training data, so there is a problem in the way of sampling, that is, most of the samples are easy to sample pairs. Although this can train the network quickly, the network does not have generalization ability. Paper [15] presents TriHard Loss, which is an online hard sample sampling method based on training batch. There are many pictures in a batch. For each picture in the batch, choose one of the most difficult positive samples and one of the most difficult negative samples, thus forming a sample that meets the requirements of TriHard. Experiments show that TriHard loss outperforms traditional triple loss.
B. LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGES REID
The existing person ReID method focuses on dealing with variability caused by illumination, background clutter, and posture change, thereby causes the attenuation of person ReID performance. There are only a few papers that attempt to address low-resolution person ReID. The paper [16] assumes that the same person's images should be similarly distributed at different resolutions, and proposes a strategy to optimize the cross-resolution image learning framework, namely joint optimization of pedestrian alignment and distance measurement models. The paper [17] proposes a semi-coupling low rank discriminant dictionary learning method for super-resolution pedestrian recognition. Paper [18] compares the relationship between too many scales and distance function spaces by changing the scale of low-resolution images with matching high-resolution images. The above three methods alleviate the adverse effects of low-resolution images on person ReID to a certain extent, but they are unable to synthesize discriminative appearance information lost during image acquisition, that is, they fail to solve low resolution and the difference in the amount of information that exists between a low-resolution image and a high-resolution image. [22] . With the deepening of the network, the problem of gradient disappearance will occur in the process of task learning. The reason of gradient disappearance is that the input information and gradient information are transferred between many layers. The characteristic of dense connection is that each layer is directly connected, so as to avoid gradient disappearance in the deep network. Inspired by this, Gao et al. proposes SRDenseNet [23] that is used dense blocks for super resolution restruction. Residual blocks make network deeper and wider so that higher image features can be learned. And dense blocks can slow down the problem of gradient disappearance in deep network learning to some extent. In order to achieve better performance, Zhang et al. proposed residual dense block (RDB) [19] combined residual blocks and dense blocks.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The majorities of the existing excellent pedestrian recognition approaches are based on a default assumption that all individuals' pictures have semblable and high-quality enough resolutions. The characteristic variability triggered by illumination, occlusion and background interference can be solved by means of feature expression and metric learning. And the captured photographs have different resolutions due to various external factors, which is also one of the difficult issues to be solved in pedestrian recognition. This paper aims to address the difficulty of cross-camera and cross-resolution pedestrian recognition. Zhang et al. proposed residual dense block (RDB) [19] that can effectively establish the lowresolution images to the high-resolution images as more as possible. And Wei etc. proposed the Harmounious Attention Network [24] that can effectively copy with the challenge of pedestrian recognition. This paper proposes an end-toend hybrid network SRPRID shown in Fig. 1 for crossresolution pedestrian weight recognition based on mature super-resolution technology and pedestrian weight recognition technology.
Our SRPRID consists of two sub-networks: SR(super resolution) sub-network and ReID(re-identification) subnetwork. SR-network is mainly used for reconstruction and extraction of distinguishing characteristics, while ReID is principally intended to accurately match cross-resolution images of a common individual. The first sub-network is a residual dense network composed of multiple residual dense blocks. The input to the network are pedestrian images of different resolutions. First, a convolution layer of 3x3 kernel is used to extract shallow features and used as input to the subsequent residual intensive layers. The output of the first layer is F 0 shown in equ.1.
where H conv represents convolution operation, and I lr denote the images of input. After the first RDB layer, the output F 1 can be calculated by equ.2.
where H RDB denotes a sequence of operations performed on a residual block and it has been detailed in Section 2.3. Provided that M residual dense blocks were used continuously, the output F M can be obtained by equ.3.
where H RDB,M represents the operational process of m − th RDB. The features of different levels are extracted by a series of residual intensive blocks. In order to make full use of the features in different levels, these features need to be integrated. After the RDBs, we further perform the operation of features fusion(FF), and it can be obtained by equ.4.
The previous series of operations are carried out for lowresolution images. In order to better reconstruct the highresolution images corresponding to low-resolution images, we adopted a up-sampling network ESPCN [25] fine-tuned. The output of SR sb-network can be obtained by equ.5.
B. REID SUB-NETWORK
ReID sub-network is mainly divided into two branches: local branch and global branch. The main task of local branch is to learn the characteristics of different local blocks, and global branch is to learn the global features. For both branches, we adopt some basic blocks that are InceptionA1, InceptionB1 and IntAttn, respectively. In order to simplify the network without intolerable loss of network performance, we use InceptionA1 and InceptionB1 inspired by Incep-tionA/B units [26] , [27] , shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . And IntAttn is illustrated in Fig.4 .
1) InceptionA1
This module adopts several different filters to extract different features, namely three 3x3 convolution kernel and one 1x1 convolution kernels. In order to speed up the calculation, an additional 1x1 convolution is added before the convolution operation, which limits the number of input channels and thus plays the role of dimensionality reduction. In addition, average pooling is used to better extract the global information of images.
2) InceptionB1
This module is similar to InceptionA1, with the following differences: (a) the initial design of this module adopts filters of different sizes for feature extraction, namely 1x1, 3x3 and 5x5, but considering that the larger the convolution kernel is, the computational efficiency would reduce exponentially. Therefore, we decompose the 5x5 convolution kernel into two 3x3 convolution kernels with the same effect, so as to accelerate the training speed without reducing the number of extracted features. In many high-performance networks proposed by predecessors, this operation is used, which can not only improve the depth of the network, but also reduce the number of parameters by about 30% while ensuring the same receptive field. (b) In addition, this module replaces the average pooling in InceptionA1 with maximum pooling, so as to extract more local and most differentiated features.
3) INTEGRATED ATTENTION
Visual attention mechanism is the special brain signal processing mechanism of human vision. The human eye can quickly scan the global image to obtain the target area that needs to be focused on (namely the focus of attention), and then pay more attention to the target area to obtain more details that need special attention.The attention mechanism in deep learning is proposed by referring to the unique visual attention mechanism of human beings.The attention mechanism can help the model to assign different weights to each dimension of the input image matrix and extract more critical and important information, so as to improve the performance of the model while reducing the calculation and storage overhead. Since the publication of the 2017 Google paper Attention Is All You Need [28] , experts and scholars in various fields of deep learning have realized the importance of attention mechanism and introduce it into their work [29] - [31] . Therefore, we also introduce the attention mechanism into our model, and propose a novel integrated attention module, which is called Integrated-Attention(IntAttn).
IntAttn is composed of soft spatial attention [29] , soft channel attention [32] and hard regional attention [33] . The specific structure of IntAttn is shown in Fig. 4 . In order to simulate the dorsal and ventral functions of the human brain, we combine the soft attention mechanism with the hard attention mechanism. The soft attention mechanism helps to filter fine-grained and important pixels, while the hard attention mechanism has great advantages in selecting coarsegrained and potentially discernable localities.
a: SOFT SPATIAL-CHANNEL ATTENTION
The input of IntAttn is a three dimensional tensor X ε M c×h×w , where X represents the input of pedestrain image, d shows the current layer, c means channel of image, h expresses height, and w indicates width. The goal of soft attention is to learn a weight matrix with the size equivalent to X , that is the A ε M c×h×w . Soft attention is divided into spatial attention and channel attention.Spatial attention can be understood as paying attention to different areas of an image. It means that for all channels, a weight is learned for the graph of size H, x and W on a two-dimensional plane, and a weight is learned for each pixel.While channel attention pays attention to the different features of images, that is, for each C, in the channel dimension, different weights are learned, and the weights are the same in the plane dimension. According to the principle of matrix factorization, A is decomposed into two tensors shown in equ. 6 .
where S ε M 1×h×w represents spatial attention tensor, and S ε M c×1×1 denotes channel attention tensor. Soft Spatial Attention: Soft Spatial Attention (SSA) is constituted by four successive layers, that is cross channel average pooling layer, convolution layer with kernel of 3x3, upsampling layers by bilinear operation and scaling convolution respectively.
Soft Channel Attention: Soft Channel Attention (SCA) is made up of three layers that are average pooling layer and two different convolution layers. The output of SSA and SCA are multiplied, then it goes through a convolution layer and a sigmoid layer, and lastly, we get the output of the soft attention which is the first output (OutPut 1 ).
b: HARD ATTENTION
The input of Hard Regional Attention (HRA) is the first layer output of SCA. In fact, HRA consists of three layers. They are the average pooling of SCA, full connection layer and tanh layer, respectively. The output result of the average pooling is taken as the input of the full connection layer, which goes through a full connection layer and finally through a tanh layer to get the second output of IntAttn (Output 2 ), which is sent to the corresponding local branch.
Approach Summary: The most critical components of the network have been described detailedly in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. We briefly review the structure of the model proposed in this paper. Our entirely network is primarily divided into super-resolution reconstruction sub-network and pedestrian recognition sub-network. Super-resolution reconstruction sub-network combines residual-intensive block and continuous memory mechanism to extract and recover the most distinguishing features beneficial to the identification task. The input of SR sub-network is images in different resolution belonging to various individuals. Feature extraction and continuous memory mechanism are used to avoid that important feature information is not lost in the process of information transmission at all levels. The output of SR subnetwork is features extracted from high-resolution images, which will be the input of the next sub-network.
Person re-identification sub-network integrates Inception − A1, InceptionB1, and IntAttn based on multiple attention mechanisms. From the general framework diagram in Fig.1 , it is clear that the person re-identification subnetwork is divided into two branches: local branch and global branch. (a) The global branch considers the global pixels of the pedestrian picture and learns entire pictures to extract the global person characteristics. The input of the global branch is the output of the previous sub-network. Then the output of global branch is input into the integrated attention module. Then, after the operations of InceptionA1/B1, the results are input into the integrated attention module, and the soft attention output of the attention module is transmitted to the next group inceptions (including InceptionA1 and InceptionB1). After repeating the above hierarchical structure, the average pooling operation of the maps is performed before the full connection layer to achieve dimensionality reduction. (b) Local branches consider and learn local features separately from T local blocks of person images. The input of local branches is consistent with the global branch. Firstly, through an up-sampling layer, the image is processed into fixed size block by bilinear interpolation. The output up-sampling on different local branches is added to another output of the IntAttn in global branch at the same level. The output is then fed into the InceptionB1 module. After repeating the previous hierarchy, each sub-local branch passes through an average pooling layer, and cascades all sub-local branches. Lastly, a full connection layer is performed.
C. TRAINING
We use the Adam optimizer Algorithm [34] with the default hyper-parameters that are 3 × 10 −4 initial learning rate and weight decay 5 × 10 −4 for most experiments. In order to prevent the learning rate from getting too large, it swings back and forth when it converges to the global optimal point. In the learning process, we make the learning rate decrease exponentially with the number of training rounds, that is, the learning rate decays.The attenuation strategy is: if epoch is less than 20, the learning rate is 3 × 10 −4 . If the epoch is between 20 and 40, its learning rate is 3 × 10 −5 . If the epoch is greater than or equal to 40, its learning rate is 3 × 10 −6 .
Generally, the problem of classification and recognition is that the number of sample classes is limited, so softmax and cross-entropy [35] can be used in training network. Our total loss function is given by Equ.7. (7) In order to make our network more robust, the loss is mainly composed of three parts, namely, the loss of sr-subnetwork, reid-subnetwork local branch and global branch. Therefore, the cross entropy loss is constituted by the three parts of the above Equ.7. Where Y denotes true ID of the current image, and Y is predicted ID. And the angle of s, ι, g represent different values belonging to SR-subnetwork, reid-sunetwork local branch ans global branch. The i shows i − th of images in a batch, and N is the size of a batch.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASET
In the field of person recognition, there are many public and available datasets. However few datasets is used in the existing work of pedestrian matching with different resolutions, and some datasets is too small to be suitable for training and evaluation of deep learning model. To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, we conducted experiment with two simulated LR person re-id datasets that are based on the large datasets CUHK03 [1] and SYSU [2] . The comparative experiment we provided is only on the two datasets mentioned above. This is not to show that our framework is just applicable to them. Considering that in real life, images captured by cameras have multiple resolutions, we use multiple different sampling rates to simulate LR images with multiple resolutions corresponding to the same HR image.
1) MLR-CUHK03
CUHK03 dataset [1] was collected from The Chinese University of Hong Kong campus and taken from 5 different pairs of camera views. It has more than 14,000 images of 1,467 pedestrians. MLR-CUHK03 is constructed from CUHK03 dataset. Like the paper [36] , for each camera pair, we randomly selected one as LR probe image source by performing multi-resolution down-sampling by a ratio randomly picked from { 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 }.
2) MLR-SYSU SYSU dataset [2] was established and organized by Professor Lai Jianhuang, Dr. Guo Chunchao and Chen Shizhe from the School of Data Science and Computer Science, Sun Yat-sen University, and used for academic research in the fields of pedestrian recognition and pedestrian image retrieval. It has totally 24,446 images of 502 people captured by two different cameras. In order to apply the SYSU data set to the application scenario (low-resolution pedestrian recognition) in this paper, we select 3 images from each camera perspective to perform the resolution reduction operation. The selected images were randomly sampled at { 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 } ratio. The preprocessed data set is the MLR-SYSU dataset suitable for this article.
The two datasets we used in our experiment are different in the test partitioning protocol. MLR-CUHK03 data sets adopt traditional segmentation method. Specifically, we randomly selected 100 as test sets and 1160 as training sets, which were repeated 20 times. Among them, query is everyone's all low-resolution images, and gallery is everyone's choice of all high-resolution images. MLR-SYSU uses different segmentation methods from MLR-CUHK03. The original data set SYSU contains 502 pedestrians. We divide all the pictures in this data set into two parts, one is the training set, the other is the test set. The test set is divided into query and gallery. query is all the low-resolution pictures of everyone (each has three pictures in query), and gallery is one of all the highresolution pictures of every pedestrian (each has only one picture in gallery).
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed pedestrian re-identification method, in our experiments, we adhibited the most frequently used Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC) [42] top_k accuracy to evaluate our proposed method and other comparative state of the art technique. All our experimental evaluation results are based on the single-gallery-shot standard, that is, each gallery identity has only one instance. In each batch, for each query, the proposed algorithm framework will extract the feature matrix of query and all gallery samples, calculate the distance between query and all gallery images, and then arrange them in ascending order from small to large. The specific calculation method of CMC top_k accuracy is shown Equ.8: if the gallery samples of the top_k contain the target person to be checked, the Acc k value is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
where r i express top-i ranked gallery samples concluding the query identity. The final CMC evaluation result is obtained by summing the Acc k value of each query and then taking the average value.
B. EXPERIMENT SETTING
Inspired by [41] , we propose an integrated and hybrid deep convolutional neural network. All the basic convolution layers used in this network are composed of three operations: convolution [43] layer, Batch Normalization(BN) [44] layer and ReLU [45] layer. A full connection layers consist of a Full Connection, Batch Normalization, and ReLU operation. Our algorithm is implemented based on the deep learning framework Pytorch and runs on a workstation configured with two pieces GPU(Graphics Processing Unit) of GTX1080Ti [46] . All images used in our experiments are resized to (160, 64). Train batch size is set to 32, while test batch size is 100.
C. COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART METHODS 1) EVALUATION ON CUHK03
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, this method was applied to the cuhk03 dataset, and the evaluation results are shown in the Table 1 . We can find apparent performance of SRPRID compared with other stateof-the-arts. The proposed SRPRID framwork outperforms the second best model SING by 17.2% (86.9% -69.7%) in rank_1, 7.3% (98.0% -90.7%) in rank_5, 4.3% (99.0% -94.7%) in rank_10, and 2.1% (99.5% -97.4%) in rank_20. Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the experiments on the SYSU dataset. The results demonstrate that the proposed SRPRID framework achieves compatitive performance over the existing methods. SRPRID_C(Ours) indicates that only the cross entropy loss function is used in the training process.
2) EVALUATION ON SYSU

3) COMPARING COMBINATION OF SR AND REID METHODS
In order to prove the advantages of our proposed effective combination method of SR and ReID, we directly combined the existing SR and ReID with the mixed model proposed in this paper for comparison. The comparison results are also shown in Table 1 . The comparison results obtained by direct combination of SR and ReID method are referred to paper [41] . In order to be fair, all comparative experiments should be carried out under the same training data and conditions. The SR methods used in our compared experiments are: Bilinear, Bilinear, Bicubic and SRCNN [38] . The ReID methods used are: XQDA [37] , NFST [39] and DGD [27] . The experimental results shows the dramatic benefit of the proposed combination method.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel framework of multi-resolution person re-identification for Super-Recognition of Pedestrian Re-identification. The proposed framework is not a hard and fast combination of super-resolution and person re-identification, but combines the advantages of state-of-the-arts super-resolution and person re-identification methods. In particular, the features learned by the first task, namely super-resolution reconstruction task, are conducive to subsequent recognition. This paper proves that, the introduction of dense residuals into the framework is conducive to the hierarchical extraction of distinguishing features, and the introduction of attention mechanism into the pedestrian recognition subnetwork makes the recognition better. Experiments have shown that it has obvious advantages over the existing methods. YAO LIU received the Ph.D. degree from the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (UESTC), in 2016. She is currently an Associate Professor with the School of Information and Software Engineering, UESTC. Her research interests include machine learning, social networks, network security, and data mining. VOLUME 7, 2019 
